JUNIOR HERE! You must know me from my diaries. I'm so, so, so happy you're reading them!

Now consider yourself extremely lucky, person-pal. You can have even more fun with my stories! I know, it's hard to believe. I didn't think anything was more fun than my favorite stick or playing ball but THIS KIT IS TERRIFICALLY WONDERFUL! It's got a maze and a word search, and I even help you kickstart your own diaries. Plus all you labra-doodlers out there can have fun making your own poochish dog tag. And at the end, my human friends made a handy checklist so you can make sure you've read all of my adventures.

OK, now let's begin. Get a pen, some extra paper, and snacks. Lots of snacks. LET'S GO!!
Sit. Stay. WRITE! Grab a pen and paper and put your paws to work writing your own story. Use the prompts below to get started on your own adventure.

1. ONE DAY YOU WAKE UP AND FIND OUT THAT YOUR DOG CAN SPEAK.
   What would you say to each other? Write down a conversation between the two of you.

2. WRITE FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF A DOG WHO GOES ON AN ADVENTURE WITH YOU AND YOUR FAMILY.
   Where do you go together? What kind of things would you see, sniff, lick, paw, and bark at?

3. DEAR DIARY: WHAT WOULD YOUR DAY BE LIKE IF YOU WERE A DOG?
   What kind of things would you do all day? Write a diary entry from the perspective of a dog!

4. INVENT A BRAND-NEW PET USING YOUR FAVORITE THINGS ABOUT REAL ANIMALS.
   What do they look like? What’s their name? What do they eat? What do they do for fun?
Help! I need to get to my best, best, BEST treasure: my FAVORITE STICK! Don’t get distracted by raccoons, squirrels, birds, or more raccoons. And watch out for the vacuum cleaner!
I’m great at sniffing out mysteries and who has the best treats. Can you sniff out the words listed below?

BARK  BONES  BULLDOG  CHIHUAHUA
JUNIOR  KIBBLE  LABRADOR  POODLE
PUPPY  RACCOON  SPANIEL  TREATS
I like to call my favorite human-youngling **RUFF CATCH-A-DOGGY-BONE**. Do you have a poochish name? I bet it’s terrifically wonderful!! Write your doglish name below and then create a matching tag for your bestest buddy so you can be friends furever!
PLEASE GIVE ME ANOTHER BOOK.

READ ALL MY HOWLARIous BOOKS!
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HOW MANY DOG DIARIES BOOKS HAVE YOU READ?
0–1 FUR REAL?! SIT! AND GET READING ALREADY!
2–4 BONE-AFIDE BOOK HOUND
5+ THE ULTIMUTT FAN
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